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Who is the president 

of Eritrea? What movies does Jesse Eisenberg play 

in?

                                            



 

 

how many 

people live in atlanta georgia what is the 

population of san francisco

population live many

                                            



 

 

how 

much is 1 tablespoon of water

approximately 15ml 20ml

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

                                            



 

 

Who is the president of Eritrea? 

 

( Eritrea → president → Who ) 

 

( wd:Q986  → wdt:P35 → ?who ) 

                                            

<http://www.wikidata.org/entity/> wd:

<http://www.wikidata.org/prop/direct/> wdt:

SELECT

?who



 

 

Eritrea

head of state



 

 

                                            



 

 

 

                                            



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

what is a 

wiki platform what is a llc company? what is a 

chronograph watch what is what 

are when 

slavery abolished what is the formula for calcium 

nitrate

where is bloemfontein in africa who is 

victoria jackson from saturday night live how old is 

beatrice author

http://schema.org/description



 

 

what is a wiki platform

wiki wd:Q171

 subclass of

 start time

 discoverer or inventor

 Commons gallery

 Commons category

 topic’s main template

 topics’ main category

 Dewey Decimal Classification

 Stack Exchange tag

Stack Exchange tag

who is the rap singer in right 

round with kesha in the background? *(dancer)*



 

 

Do you 

mean ‘rapper’, the occupation of Flo Rida, the 

performer of Right Round?

 



 

 

who is is the 

singer westlife



 

 

of for from

where in 

oregon is albany albany

oregon

albany

U1 > where in oregon is albany 

S1> geo:46.244166666,-124.058055555  

U2> I want to know the location of Albany, not 

oregon (*)  

S2> Do you mean 'Albany', the country of which is 

                                            

U1 S1

(*)

( Walmart → is a → business enterprise ) Walmart is a 

business enterprise. ( Walmart → industry → retail ) The 

industry of Walmart is retail.



 

 

United States of America and the located in the 

administrative territorial entity of United 

States of America is Oregon? (*)

what type of 

business is walmart

type of business type

who who created 

facebook

( Facebook  inception  ?var )

inception

2004-02-04Z



 

 

U1> what type of business is walmart 

S1> Walmart is a business enterprise. (*) 

U2> Business enterprise in what industry? (*) 

S2> The Industry of Walmart is retail, chain store, 

discount store. (*) 

Walmart instance of

business enterprise type of

in what industry

daylight 

saving time Daylight Savings Time

tsunami

Tsunami



 

 

U1> when did daylight savings time start 

S1> 1929-01-01Z 

U2> I think it was earlier than that. (*) 

S2> You are not looking for the inception of 

Daylight Savings Time, painting by Pierre Roy? 

(*) 

I think it was earlier than that.

how 

long was frank sinatra famous how big is bmc software 

in houston, tx what is considered a large car what is 

reagan known for WHAT ARE HERITABLE TRAITS

employing 



 

 

over 6,000 annual revenue of $2.1 billion

U1> how long was frank sinatra famous 

S1> What do you mean by ‘famous’? Does this have to 

do with ‘award received’ or ‘nominated for’? (*) 

U2> Yes. When did he receive awards? (*) 

how 

are public schools funded what happens to the light 

independent reactions of photosynthesis? how did harmon 

killbrew get strong how are aircraft radial engines 

built

how many stripes on the 

flag how much is 1 tablespoon of water when did the 

civil war start and where what month is the 



 

 

president inaugurated

when did the civil war start and where what is name of 

national anthem song of switzerland who is the rap 

singer in right round with kesha in the background? 

*(dancer)*

U1> when did the civil war start and where 

S1> The start time of American Civil War is 1861-04-

11Z. (*) 

U2> Where was it? (*) 

S2> Do you want to know the location of American 

Civil War? (*) 

U3> Yes. (*) 

S3> The location of American Civil War is Southern 

United States and Northern United States. (*) 



 

 

where was 

the tsunami in 2005

tsunami subclass of natural 

phenomenon natural disaster



 

 

what is 

middle class in the us

wd:Q241588 middle class

middle class the us

how old were the twin towers when 

destroyed

when destroyed

where was the tsunami in 

2005



 

 



 

 

what is a wiki platform 

who is the rap singer in right round with kesha 
in the background? *(dancer)* 

who is is the singer westlife 

where in oregon is albany 

what type of business is walmart 

When did daylight savings time start 

how long was frank sinatra famous 

how many stripes on the flag 

when did the civil war start and where 

what is middle class in the us 

Where was the tsunami in 2005 



 

 



 

 

No.

No.

Aren’t you 

asking about Boris Becker?



 

 

U1> When did Boris Becker end his active career?⑩ 

S1> Want to know the date of death of Boris Becker? 

U2> No.⑪ 

                                            

⑪ 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

U1> Who is the mayor of Seoul City? 

S1> So, you want to know the relationship between 

'mayor', head of municipal government such as a 

town or city and 'Seoul', capital city of South 

Korea? 

Seoul Seoul City

mayor Seoul City

mayor Seoul



 

 

U1> when did Salvador dali die? 

S1> I'm afraid I can't find any information about 

Salvador Dali. 

Salvador Dali

                                            



 

 

U1> how is jello made? 

S1> Want to know the country of Jell-O? 

Jell-O

country Jell-O

made



 

 

                                            



 

 

U1> What is the capital of Slovania? 

S1> Ljubljana 

U2> Great! 

 



 

 

U1> Which countries have more than ten caves? 

S1> Want to know the instance of of cave? 

U2> Yes! 

 



 

 

U1> what is a doctor? 

S1> Doctor Who 

U2> what is the definition of doctor? 

 



 

 

U1> How old is Emma Watson? 

S1> Want to know the date of death of Emma Watson? 

U2> No. 

S2> You are not looking for 'Emma Watson' and 'date 

of death'. 

U3> I was asking what is the age of Emma Watson 

 



 

 

U1> Which telecommunications organizations are 

located in Belgium? 

S1> Battle of France 

U2> No, it's not. 

 



 

 

U1> How is the weather in August in Spain? 

S1> Want to know the located in the administrative 

territorial entity of Spain? 

U2> No. 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

                                            



 

 

(i) if 0 entity is extracted from the question, 

then make a counter-proposal SA for paraphrasing. 

(ii) if 1 entity is extracted from the question, 

if a relation is recommended for the entity, 

then make a nonspecific SA about the relationship. 

else if no relation is recommended for the entity, 

then make a nonspecific SA to avoid reply. 

(iii) if 2 entities are extracted from the question, 

if a path is found between the two entities, 

then make a nonspecific SA about the path. 

else if no path is found between the two entities, 

then make a nonspecific SA to avoid reply. 

(iv) if 2+ entities are extracted from the question, 

then select 2 entities and follow rule (iii). 

while there is an entity not added to the subgraph, 

then follow rule (iii) for the entity and each node in the subgraph. 

a b So, you want to know the 

relationship between ‘{a}’, {description for a} and 

‘{b}’, {description for b}



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

U1> when did world war end? 

S1> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U2> tell me about World War 

U1> What is Elon Musk famous for? 

S1> Want to know the date of death of Elon Musk? 

U2> No. 

S2> You are not looking for [‘Elon Musk’, ‘date of death’]. Can you 

tell me where I was wrong? (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U3> What I wanted to know was more towards [‘Elon Musk’, 

‘accomplishments’, ‘fame’]. 

U1> How long do dogs live? 

S1> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U2> How long is the average life of dogs? 

U1> how old is President Trup? 

S1> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U2> How old is President Trump? 

U1> What is Butskellism? 

U2> Are you searching data about Butskellism?



 

 

 

U1> What is Butskellism in UK? 

U2> Butskellism is used in politic area 

S1> I still have a lot to learn. (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U1> What countries adopted the Euro? 

S1> So, you want to know the relationship between 'Kingdom of the 

Netherlands', sovereign state in Europe and the Caribbean and 

'Euro', European currency? 

U2> No. 

S2> You are not looking for ['Kingdom of the Netherlands', 'Euro']. 

Can you tell me where I was wrong? (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U3> Not the relationship kingdom of the netherlands and Euro 

S3> Kingdom of the Netherlands… I'll have the answer ready next 

time! Thanks for your feedback! (y) (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U4> For example 

U5> UK 

U6> Nethelands 

U7> Netherlands 

U1> samsung 

S1> Samsung… I'll have the answer ready next time! Thanks for your 

feedback! (y) (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U2> Samsung? 

S2> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U3> tell me about Samsung 

S3> I still have a lot to learn. (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U4> okay, if you wanna learn about enterprise in korea, plz search 

for the ‘jobplanet’ in google! 



 

 

U1> when did world war end? 

S1> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U2> tell me about World War 

S2> I still have a lot to learn. (y) Thanks for helping me. 

Q 

Quit 

RV 

Quit 

world 

war 2 world war ii world war World War

                                            



 

 

World War I (wd:Q361) world war 

(wd:Q103495) World War II (wd:Q362) World War 

(wd:Q19883769)

U1> What is Elon Musk famous for? 

S1> Want to know the date of death of Elon Musk? 

U2> No. 

S2> You are not looking for [‘Elon Musk’, ‘date of death’]. 

Can you tell me where I was wrong? (y) Thanks for helping 

me. 

U3> What I wanted to know was more towards [‘Elon Musk’, 

‘accomplishments’, ‘fame’]. 

Q 

CP 

RJ 

Quit 

 

 

RV 

 

Elon Musk

date of death (wdt:P570) place of death 

(wdt:P20) SUDOC authorities ID (wdt:P269) BnF ID 

(wdt:P268)

Want to know the place of 

death of Elon Musk?



 

 

accomplishments fame occupation 

(wdt:P106) position held (wdt:P39) award received 

(wdt:P166) discoverer or inventor (wdt:P61)

U1> How long do dogs live? 

S1> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U2> How long is the average life of dogs? 

S2> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

Q 

Quit 

RV 

Quit 

dog 

(wd:Q144) life expectancy (wdt:P2250)



 

 

U1> how old is President Trup? 

S1> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U2> How old is President Trump? 

Q 

Quit 

RV 

U1> What is Butskellism? 

U2> Are you searching data about Butskellism?

Q 

RV 

Butskellism (wd:Q5002748)

( Butskellism → country → United Kingdom )



 

 

U1> What is Butskellism in UK? 

U2> Butskellism is used in politic area 

S1> I still have a lot to learn. (y) Thanks for helping me. 

Q 

RV 

Quit 

( Butskellism → 

field of work → politics )

U1> What countries adopted the Euro? 

S1> So, you want to know the relationship between 'Kingdom of 

the Netherlands', sovereign state in Europe and the 

Caribbean and 'Euro', European currency? 

U2> No. 

S2> You are not looking for ['Kingdom of the Netherlands', 

'Euro']. Can you tell me where I was wrong? (y) Thanks for 

helping me. 

U3> Not the relationship kingdom of the netherlands and Euro 

S3> Kingdom of the Netherlands… I'll have the answer ready 

next time! Thanks for your feedback! (y) (y) Thanks for 

helping me. 

Q 

NA 

 

 

RJ 

Quit 

 

 

RV 

Quit 

 

 



 

 

U4> For example 

U5> UK 

U6> Nethelands 

U7> Netherlands 

RV 

RV 

RV 

RV 

U3

Not kingdom of 

the Netherlands U4 U7

Do you mean ‘United Kingdom’, the 

member of of which is European Union and the currency 

of European Union is euro? Do you mean ‘Netherlands’, 

the currency of which is euro?

U6 U7

U1> samsung 

S1> Samsung… I'll have the answer ready next time! Thanks for 

your feedback! (y) (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U2> Samsung? 

Q 

Quit 

 

RV 



 

 

S2> Please paraphrase it so that I can understand. 

U3> tell me about Samsung 

U3> I still have a lot to learn. (y) Thanks for helping me. 

U4> okay, if you wanna learn about enterprise in korea, plz 

search for the ‘jobplanet’ in google! 

Quit 

RV 

Quit 

RV 

jobplanet
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